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MINIMAL REALIZATIONS FOR FINITE SETS IN CATEGORIAL 
AUTOMATA THEORY 
Vgra TRNKOVX, Praha 
Abstract: The minimal realization problem in the cate-
gory Set is solved for finite or bounded sets. 
Key words: Set functor, free algebra, minimal reali-
zation. 
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Let a cardinal *u :> 1 be given. In the present no-
te, we characterize all functors X: Set *> Set such 
that for each set I with card I <: At* there exists a 
free X-algebra over I and each mapping f: X 9 i — > 2 
has a minimal realization (see 4 and 6). Some simple crite-
ria and examples are given (see 7, 8 and 9). 
The present note is related to the paper ill, where 
all input processes in Set are characterized and to C9] t 
where the minimal realization problem is solved in Set 
without respect to cardinalities. The minimal realization 
problem in more general categories is investigated in C1], 
C21,r51. 
1. Preliminaries: a) We use the term set functor 
for a covariant functor X: Set • Set, Set being the 
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category of all sets, such that XQ4- 0 whenever Q**» 0 . 
If Q c Q' are sets, denote by i: Q—»• Q* the inclusion 
map i(x) = x for x c ft . X is said to preserve inclus-
ions if 0#s Qc Q* implies XQ c XQ# and Xi is inclus-
ion again. By £31 f each set functor is naturally equivalent 
to an inclusion preserving functor. Since we always work 
with functors "up to natural equivalence" we shall assume, 
in what follows, that all functors considered preserve in-
clusions. 
b) Let X be a set functor, AH* be a positive car-
dinal. Define functors ^-r^Mi > * L* <**] ŷ 
X,. Q = kJ XP whenever Q + 0 . I. . 0 = X0 , 
[<^1 0 + PcQ *><**J 
<xwoLP< **-
X Q = ^^J „ XP whenever Q * 0 , r. .0 = X0 , 
QCJUL t>*4H> 
X- , f and x c # * * 3 f a r e t h e <*oniain-range-restrict-
ions of Xf for any mapping f . If card Q = A * , denote 
Se = X Q S xr<~] Q 
If Qj£ #- 0 , then 4* is called an una.ttainfible_c§rdinajL £f 
X (see [6]). We recall that a set functor X is finitary 
iff X = X-» # -j , i.e. iff it has no infinite unattainab-
le cardinals. It is well known that finitary functors may 
be characterized as factor-functors of ,U „. Horn (Q-, - ), 
where £ is a non-empty set and all Q- are finite sets. 
The characterization of finitary functors by means of the 
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preservation of colimits or limits of certain diagrams is 
given in 123,151,19). 
c) Let X be a set functor. The category fltyrv X 
(see [43) is defined as follows. Objects (called X-£yna-
mics) are all pairs (Q, cT ) , auch that Q is a set, <f i 
: XQ — > Q is a mapping; morphisms (called X-dynamprj&ism.^) 
f: (Q, aT )—> (Q% d") are mappings from Q in Q' such 
that f o <f = <f'o (Xf) . A free X-^lgebra. &v§r Q is a 
triple XAQ = (X® Q , *>a , n^ > > where (X® Q , cOA ) 
is an X-dynamics and ^ : Q — • X ^ Q is a mapping with 
the universal property, i.e. for each X-dynamics (Q'» d" ) 
and each mapping g: Q—*• Q' there exists exactly one X-
dynamorphism "g : (X® Q , <*$ )—> (Q', cf#) such that 
g = g" o 'JJQ , A construction of X^Q is given in L73 as 
follows. 
XQQ = Q x i 0 \ , 
X-Q = XQQ u (XXQQ x 4 1} ) 
whenever Q 4- 0 , Xj0 =- ((X tJ».) X0) x i 1 ] , where 4> : 0 —¥ 
—•* 1 i s the empty mapping, 
X Q = LJ X* Q whenever oc. • i s a l i m i t ordinal , 
* 4<ec l» 
X, , Q - X O u (XX^ Q X U XX. Q) x -Coo + 1 } . 
B y t 7 3 , XAQ e x i s t s i f f t h i s process s t o p s , i . e . X^+ 1Q * 
m \Q. for some oc . Then X® Q * X^ Q and %^ : Q — • 
— * X®Q i s defined by %$ <Q> = <q,0) » *>$ : XX® Q - * 
• X®Q by o)^ (q) « (q, /S • 1) > where /3 i s the 
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smallest ordinal such that q c XX- Q » 
d) Let X be a set functor, I be a set such that 
X^I does exist. Let f: X ^ I — * Y be a mapping. The 
following notions and their interpretation in the automata 
theory are given in [43. An X-dynamorphism 
r: (X® I, o>j ) —*• (Q, cT) is called & £e&cha]£Le £ea_liza-
.iioAj>£ f i n *tyn< X if it is a mapping onto Q and f 
factorizes through r . It is called a minimal rea.liza.tion 
£f f in Skfn, X if it is a reachable realization of f 
which factorizes through any reachable realization of f • 
2» Proposition: Let X be a set functor, I be a 
set such that X.I does exist. Let there be no infinite un-
attainable cardinal of X smaller than or equal to 
card X ^ I . Then each mapping f: X ^ I — • Y , X is a 
set, has a minimal realization. 
Proof. Put *p s card X ^ I and replace X by 
X £*>*>} • s i n c e xC-t-^-3 *s *in*ta:ry> e a c n m*PP*nS f : 
: X® I—*• Y has a minimal realization in &fn* x r * ^ i > 
by [91 , so in Styn, X . 
3- Proposition: Let X be a set functor, i-r be its 
infinite unattainable cardinal. Let I be a set such that 
X.I does exist and card X ® I Z «K . Then there exists a 
mapping f: X ^ I —a* 2 which has no minimal realization in 
Sb^m, X . 
Proof, a) By [7], X ® I = L ^ X^. I , where X is 
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an ordinal* There exists oc -c Pi such that card X^ I & 
> .K (otherwise the process could not stop at .A becau-
se card X-K > -H , see C 63). Let y be the smallest or-
dinal such that card X^ I 2 ^ , Then 
see [6], Choose a set P with card P = -nr and a point 
a not in P and such that the sets X,y-I,Pu{«fcl> 
( P u i a J ) x < 0 , n are disjoint. Put 
a - X r I u CP u <ou } ) x -f 0, 1 J . 
b) Denote by T the set of all non-empty finite 
scrbvetfr of P .If F c P put Qp = X T Iu Fu ((P\F)u 
u U } ) x tO,l} , gp: Q — * QF is the mapping given by 
gp ((p,i)) = p whenever p c F , i = 0,1 , gp(q) = q ot-
herwise. If Fc F c F denote by g|' : Q p — ^ Qp' the 
mapping such that gp' = gp'• gp • We recall that Px is 
defined as, Pv = XP N . U . XR . Since card P = ̂  and 
this is an unattainable cardinal of X , we have Px4» 0 . 
Let v , v,: P — * Q be the mappings given by v^(p) -
= (p,i) . Put A1 = (X vi)Px , A* = (X(gF • v±)) Px . Thus, 
if F c F ' « F , then A*' = (X gf') A| . Since gp(vQ(P))n 
n gp(v1(P)) is finite, we have Ap n Ap = 0 . Put 
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Then B°n B1 * 0 , By r\ By = 0 . Since X preserves in-
clusions, we have XXy I c XQ and XXr I c XQp . Since 
X ^ I n g|.(v0(P)) i s f in i te ( i t i s empty!), we have XX^In 
n A j * 0 for a l l P a P , so XX^In B1 = 0 for i = 
= 0,1 . We define 
<f : XQ —1» Q 
as follows: 
cT(z) = o*T (z) whenever z c {J XXA I , 
cTmaps H y I \ V.; XXA I onto Q (arbitrarily), 
cT(z) = (<fc,l) whenever z e B1 , 
cT(z) = (a,0) whenever z s X Q s (XX^Iu B1) . 
Thus, (Q, d) is an X-dynamics. 
c) We have XQI = I x i O U X ^ I c Q . Define a map-
ping gQ: I — • Q by gQ(x) = (x,0) . Let 
g: (X ̂  I, G>J ) • (Q, cT) be the X-dynamorphism such 
that g • ̂ .j = g0 • We show that g is a mapping onto Q . 
Since g(y) = y for all y c X0I and oT(z) = o>-(z) 
whenever z c KJ XX A I , we have g(^) = y for all y € 
e X»I • Since cT maps XX^I onto Q , g maps 
.JOT, . I onto Q , so it maps X ^ I onto Q . 
d) Let h: Q — * 2 be the mapping such that 
h((a,,l)) = 1 , h(q) = 0 otherwise. Define f: X ^ I — * 
— • 2 by f = h © g . We show that f has no minimal 
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realization in 2hfru X . By c), g is a reachable realiza-
tion of f . First, we show that, for each F e F , g$» • g 
is a reachable realization of f • Clearly, h factorizes 
through gp , so f factorizes through g« o g and this is 
a mapping onto Qp • Hence, it is sufficient to find cr« -
: XQ F—v Q.p such that gv * cT s oQ © (X gv) . Put c£ (z) = 
= gp «» d z) whenever z e XX̂ *.I , oC(z) = (a,l) whenever 
z € Bp , ĵr(z) = («/,0) otherwise. 
e) Let us suppose that f has a minimal realization 
in fityn, X , say t: (X^ I, G>J ) * (R, y ) . Since t 
factorizes through each gp • g , F e F , it factorizes 
through the mapping k © g , where k: Q—*> X^ I u P a 
u { (a, ,0), (a,l)J is defined by k((p,i)) = p whenever 
p c P , i = 0 , l , k ( z ) = z otherwise. Choose q« P« and 
put q.̂  = (X v.£)(q) * A1 • Find pi c XX® I so that q^ = 
= (Xg)(pi) . We have (X(k«g))(pQ) = (Xk)(qQ) = 
= (X(k*vQ)) (q) = (X(k© vx))(q) = (XkMq-J = 
= (X(kog))(p1) , so iq> • Xt)(pQ) = (f #Xt)(p1) . On the 
other hand, cF(<\0) = (o^,0) , cTq^ = (a,l) and 
h((a,0))4» h((at,D) , so (t © c^)(pn) and (t © a>-. Mp-J 
must be distinct, which is a contradiction. 
4. Denote by N the set of all positive integers. 
Theorem. Let X be a set functor, M^ , M> be cardi-
nals such that 0 £ Mi> *-c M> £ J#Q , The following statements 
are equivalent. 
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(1^) For each set I with card I < M» there ex-
ists. X^I and each mapping f: X ® I — + I , I arbitrari-
ly, has a minimal realization in «&yn> x • 
(2^) For each set I with AH, & card I -c Ai, there 
exists X.I and each mapping f: X™ I — • 2 has a mini-
mal realization in eOyt, X . 
(3^) xc<^,i i s finitary, where ^ = max ( ^ , ^ ) , 
"4,' is the smallest cardinal greater than sup card Xh • 
TV & H 
Proof. Clearly, (1^ ) ===-> (2^K The implication 
(3 ) ==> (l^ ) follows from 2 and Lemma A below, the imp-
lication non (3>*>) ==-=> nonte^) follows from 2 and Lemma 
B below. 
5« Lemma A: Let x ^ ^ j De finitary. If I is a 
set with O^c card I</ii , then XAI exists and card X ^ I< 
Proof, Put r = (card I x sup card Xn) + -K0 
Since X,. 3 is finitary , XI = ^ ^ XF , so 
card XI .* r *<£. • Suppose -^ > -K0 . (The case ^ * -tf0 
is easy, see [63 •) Since Xc<^.j is finitary, card XQ * 
4t r whenever 0 <c card Q £ r . We may prove by induction 
that card Xn I £
 r for all n c N , so card X ^ Q 1 6 T <C 
* M> . Since ^ ^ ^ 3 is finitary, the process stops at 
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Lemma B; Let r be an unattainable cardinal of X 
such that tf0 4s r < <-£* . Then there exists a set I with 
Mb & card I •* M> and card X^ I 2 r. 
Proof, a) Let ^ = M» & ^ . Then ^ ^ > r < 4 ;Choo-
I with 
c X ^ I . 
se card I = max (r, AH> ) and use Ix 40} = X Ic 
b) Let yfe, *"$, > 4i- . Put s = sup card Xn . Then 
o * <n e N 
# 0 -» г ̂  в 
06 ) If 4*
0
 6 r < s , then there exists n e N such 
that card Xn S r . Put I = max (n, MU ) . Then 
card X ^ I > r . 
(i ) If -#< r = a , then there exists neN such 





n 2: card XXh 12: r . Put I = max (n, AH* ) « 
#0 Let JK
0
 = r = s . If n >> card Xh for some 
n e N , then, by C63, X is constant on 4l,2,«.*
9
 n ~'l) • 
Since sup card Xn = -K
0
 , there exists k c N such that 
card Xn j> n for all n = k, k + 1, ... . Choose I » 
« max (k,>*<-) . Then card X
Q
I = I and, by induction, 
card X
n
I £ card X X ^ I 2 I + n , so card X ^ I s: -/c0 » r 
6. Denote by Cj. a constant set functor, l. e. 
C^Q = M for each set Q , Cjjf is the identity for any 
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mapping f • If X is a set functor, put 
X1 . X , Xn+1 = XX11 . 
If X, x' are set functors, then their coproduct is deno-
ted by Xv X' . 
Theorem. Let X be a set functor. Let an n in N 
be given. The following assertions are equivalent. 
(4n) For each set I with card 16 n there exists 
XAI and each mapping f: X ^ I — • X , Y arbitrarily, has 
a minimal realization in «Dy)v X • 
(5n) There exists X^n and each mapping f: X®^ n —» 
— * 2 has a minimal realization in &yn. X • 
(6 ) X t f c t j L3 i s finitary, where 
q = 8UPfc. c a r ( 5 ^Cn v x ' n '• 
JH €t l» 
Proof. (6) —->(4„): Clearly, card X,I == 
=- card (C v X) I for all k m N whenever card I =- n . 
Hence, card X^ I * q whenever card 16 n . Since 
o 
XC-*«,3 *s finitary* XA X "th61*6 exists and X ^ I -• 
= Xe, I . Then use 2. 
(4n) «asr>(5n) is evident. 
non(6n) saas> non(5n): Since ^i^c'} i*3 no* finitary, 
there exists an unattainable cardinal r of X such that 
#0 £ r 6 q .We have card Xkn = card (Cnv X) n , so 
card X^ n t r , hence card X ^ n , whenever XA n exists, 
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is greater than or equal to r . Now, use 3. 
?• Theorem. Let X be a set functor such that 
card X 1 < card X 2 . 
Then all the statements (1^ ) - (3^ ), (4^) - (6^) are 
equivalent. 
Proof. If X 0 :> card X 2 > card X 1 , then, by T63, 
card X(n +1) > card x n for all ncN . Hence, 
8 s ^in card x n * *° ' 80 X c * ^ = x c * *3 * 
(3jf0 ) «a=> (4-^): Let us suppose that
 x r 6 > b i i s f i -
n i tary . Then use 5A and 2 for I = 1 . 
(6X) s s a ) ( 3 ^ ) : We r e c a l l that 
q = sup,, card (C-, v X)n 1 . 
TV • N x 
It is sufficient to prove that q > s . 
a) First, we show that card Xn 1 2r card XXn-1 1 for all 
n € N . Clearly, card X1 1 2 card XX 1 . Now, by the in-
duction hypothesis, card .^ l*>card X X ^ 1 , hence 
card X ^ 1 2 card X ^ 1 . 
b) Now,we show that \ 1 $ X ^ 1 arid' XXn If XXn+1 1 . 
It is easy to prove it by induction because the following 
statement is fulfilled (see f63): if card X 2 >• card X 1 , 
then XQlf XQ' whenever 0 4 * Q $ Q ' # 
c) Now, we prove by induction that card Xn 1 > n . Clear-
ly, card X-jl > 1 ; by b) and the inclusion hypothesis 
X3^ 1 \ XXn-1 1 * 0 and card Xn 1 > n , so card X ^ 1 > 
> n • 1 . 
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d) Finally, we show card -C+TI £ card Xn • Since 
card X 1 2: card XJL , 1 , we have card X ,̂ 1 US card X.JL1 . 
Since card X^ 1 £ n , card X^+1 1 > card Xn . 
8. Now, we give an easy, but very simple condition 
for the validity of (1^ ) - (6,) for some special set 
functors. 
Proposition. Let X be a set functor such that 
card X 2 > card X 1 and, for any n c N , Xn is finite. 
Then all the statements (1#0 ) - (3^ 0), (4-j) - (6^) are 
equivalent to 
(7) card X* 0 £ -K0 • 
Proof. If card X 2 > card X 1 and all Xn are fi-
nite, then s = supfcl card Xn = «.KA . Xr<> . - is finita-
ry iff s is not an unattainable cardinal of X . If s 
is an unattainable cardinal of X , then card X s > -K 0 , 
by [6]. If it is not, then X s = KJ .. X n a j? Thus, 
(3^ ) is equivalent to (7). 
9 • Remark. In a draft of his book Algeoraic Theories, 
E.&. Manes put the question whether there exists an input 
process X ( « X^I does exist for any I ) in Set such 
that for some finite sets I, Y there exists f: X ^ I — * 
— • X which has no minimal realization in S)A^TL X . By 
8, the functors * s fit* # 2 or ^ = ^Ci4( 1 (the 
functors #1 > INI are described, for example, in 18]) are 
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such input processes (small functors are input processes, 
see [73)• Another example is the functor X * Hom(.tf0 , -) . 
*0 
Here, card X 1 = 1 , card X 2 * 2 and 
<*& 
aup41 card X n « 2 ° , while -Mr* is an unattainable car-n f N 
dinal of X . By 7, there exists a mapping f: X ^ 1 — * 
—*» 2 which has no minimal realization in «D̂ iv X . 
By 4 and 6, one can prove easily the following asser-
tion: for any cardinal M» >• 1 there exist3 an input 
proceed X each that, for each set I , card \ <- M> xtt 
each mapping f: X ̂  I —•*• 2 has a minimal realization 
in S)n^ X • 
10. In the present note, we restrict ourselves to the 
category Set only. But analogous results are true, for 
example, in the category Vect of all vector spaces (ov^r 
a field R ) and all linear mappings. Here, we consider 
additive endo-functors X: Vect » Vect only. The pre-
sented theorems remain true for vector spaces if we write 
dim instead of card (also in the definition of X^^^n) 
and R instead of 2 . The proofs may be modified such 
that we take, roughly speaking, suitable bases of vector 
spaces considered or, conversely, required vector spaces 
are defined as linear envelopes of suitable sets and, ana-
logously, for mappings. (Certainly, other easy modifica-
tions are also necessary, for example the set 2 =-{0,1} 
is considered as a subset of the field R , constant func-
tors are not additive, but they may be used for the defi-
33 * 
nition of q and so on.) 
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